PRAVIN RAJPAL
Creating Next Innovation Renaissance
Global Innovation Thought Leader / Innovation coach to Fortune 500 companies / Creator of
Global Innovation Movement / Strategic Futurist / Trend setter / Author / Motivator /
Revolutionary Change Maker / Exponential Growth Catalyst / Visionary / Karma-yogi

Widely known by customers as the Renaissance Man of 21st century, who is inspiring the
next generation for moving to higher purpose, aspirations and performance.
Developing innovative and spirited thought leaders with higher purpose
https://youtu.be/4HFoU9J_s1c

Presenting one of the world’s most sought-after, acclaimed and
impactful management revolutionaries
Unmatched Contributions, Unimagined Work and Unparallel Impact.

1. A Pioneer and Gamechanger with Unmatched Contributions
Pravin Rajpal is the founder of InnovatioNext, which is one of the leading innovation consulting
firms in the world focused on developing industry 4.0 Centres of Excellence in universities and 4.0
corporates accelerators who work jointly for co-creating exponential innovation driven growth.
www.innovationext.in
He is the founder and Managing Director of World Innovation Network (WIN) Private Ltd, which
works at the Global level for connecting the stakeholders of overall innovation eco-system for
collaborative innovation and business models to grow at a rapid pace.
He is a revolutionary thought leader whose work and ideas defies conventional wisdom for gamechanging growth ideas. He is a pioneer and breakthrough thinker with radical solutions for resolving
the challenges of the new conceptual world. His game-changing programs are saving the industry

and academia from the threats of massive disruption. He is a strategic futurist who has transformed
leading organizations and brought them on fast track growth with new directions.
Over the 23 years, Pravin Rajpal has inspired and won the hearts of millions of people in India and
across the globe with Unmatched Contributions, Unimagined Work and Unparallel Impact. He is
known globally for creating a huge impact on developing new age mind-sets, and innovation
capacity at a very large scale in an unprecedented manner.

2. Innovation Coach to Fortune 500 Cos and Programs Offered

Pravin Rajpal is the founder of InnovatioNext and World Innovation Network (WIN) Pvt. ltd.
Innovation coach to Fortune 500 companies and top conglomerates like TATA Group and Aditya
Vikram Birla Group. He has the rich experience of developing creative thought leaders, breakthrough
ideas and culture of innovation in diverse organizations that range from automotive, FMCG, White
goods, chemicals, I.T, Consulting, Steel, Aluminium, technology and many other industries. He offers
following futuristic programs for the corporate think tank, strategic planners and top business
leaders.






Developing a pipeline pf creative thought leaders and industry 4.0 innovation champions
Developing a pipeline of breakthrough ideas for exponential growth
Developing a powerful culture of innovation to stay miles ahead of times and competition
Conducting Innovation Assessment of organizations to avoid disruptions
Enlightened and Visionary Leadership Program to create a new future of organizations

3. Knowledge Partner to Leading Institutions of the World
3.1 Pravin Rajpal is the ex-knowledge partner of Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI); Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) and American Society for Quality (ASQ). His
profound work in Quality, Business Excellence and Innovation has been promoted by these top
institutions in many countries to millions of people. He developed India's first innovation framework
for CII, which is used by organizations as a benchmark of innovation excellence. The framework and
innovation wealth creating guidelines help organizations to measure and track their innovation

culture holistically. He is the ex-knowledge partner of Times of India, Times Accent where he has
written many articles on Innovation as Knowledge Guru.

4. Developing Impactful Global Leaders at WORLD PEACE CENTRE (WPC)
Pravin Rajpal is the knowledge partner at World Peace Centre of MIT at Rajbaugh Pune, which is
world's largest dome of spiritual enlightenment and Innovation leadership. He has partnered with
World Peace Centre for developing the spiritually enlightened innovation thought leaders all over
the world. WPC has the largest dome in the world which works on the philosophy of Swami
Vivekananda on Spirituality to Science. The dome has Einstein, Vivekananda, Socrates, Buddha and
many of the greatest influencers of the world. Pravin Rajpal has discovered very profound principles
of Creativity, Innovation, Leadership in Vedas and his research work on InnoVedas are helping in
developing high impact and value-based leadership for the modern world.

Actual Pictures of World Peace Centre, Rajbaugh, Pune, India.

Prof. Dr. Vishwanath Karad, Founder and President MAEER’s, MIT. Dr. Karad is the visionary behind
the World Peace Centre and the great architect of world’s largest dome.

Vision of WPC: To develop most powerful and impactful thought leaders

We Develop Future Thought Leaders
“The most powerful force in this world is the human soul on fire. Therefore, we want to develop the
most powerful leaders in corporates and universities with unique blend of Spirituality and Science at
the Global level from the World Peace Centre. Science without spirituality is blind and lame.
We want to ignite the passions, illuminate the minds and ignite the indomitable human spirit with
spiritual values so that future thought leaders can make the biggest possible impact on Earth.”
Pravin Rajpal, Thought Leader and Head Faculty of WPC Global Leadership Programs.
He is the thought leader of a new leadership development academy known from his first name
“PRAVIN” which stands for Pravin Rajpal Academy of Vedas Inspired Nations.

Moving From darkness of ignorance to light of spirituality
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PpxgRq_6lWo&t=5s
Open innovation, collaboration and moving as one world in harmony
https://youtu.be/NULqXN_uHUw

5. Globally Acclaimed International Key Note Speaker
Pravin Rajpal has been invited by USA, Finland, Japan, U.K, France and many other countries for his
game-changing and breakthrough ideas on innovation. He was the key note speaker in Australia,
South Africa and Botswana in Oct 2018. He has shared the stage with likes of Tom Peters and Steve
Forbes at Leaders in India conference organized by Informa of U.K. In the month of Oct 2018. He
was invited as the key note speaker to following international conference in Oct, 2018:

i.

Emerging Innovation Summit, Melbourne: Declared as the best session with biggest
impact on global thought leaders

ii.

World Conference of Creativity and Innovation at Johannesburg: Praised by global thought
leaders as soul provoking and mesmerizing.

iii.

International Career Elevation Summit at Botswana. His innovation torch movement was
described as ‘ENLIGHTENMENT’ by the president of Republic of Botswana

Global thought leaders celebrate arrival of a new movement with Innovation Torch
https://youtu.be/48uNxgja8ZA

5.1 Feedback by Global Thought Leaders


“This torch movement is enlightenment. Whenever our youth is in problem this torch will
remind them of the spirit of innovation” – Slumber Tsogwane, Acting President of Republic
of Botswana



“This will help us in igniting the spirit of Innovation and transform us into a high-income
nation” Alan Boshwaen, CEO Botswana Innovation Hub



“Pravin Rajpal, received the highest acclaim from the conference participants for his talk,
panel discussion and his inspiring work which includes also bringing The Innovation Torch
first to Australia before traveling around the globe.”Prof. Alexe Bojovschi, Conference Chair
Emerging Innovation Summit 2018, Melbourne



“I am greatly inspired by the incredible work that Pravin Rajpal has done, not only in India,
but many parts of the world. Staggering contributions to the world of creativity and
innovation. The innovation torch is an incredible moment for all of us in South Africa.” Dr.
Kobus Neetling, President of South Africa Creativity Foundation and World Conference of
Creativity & Innovation

Feedback of Global Thought Leaders
https://youtu.be/LOCWBer57tE

6. Revolutionary Change Maker

2000 students of Lovely Professional University cheer the new innovation movement
https://youtu.be/Vz-mIn_z7MI
I.

Pravin Rajpal has set up 18 industry 4.0 university centres in India. He has developed more than
500 professors on industry 4.0 and 100000 students are undergoing the industry - academia
programs at these universities. He has brought in a significant shift in the higher education
system in India to develop future ready creative talent, Intrapreneurs, Technopreneurs,
Betapreneurs and Industry 4.0 innovation champions. He has brought in a new trend of Next
Generation of Innovation Centres in India, which has raised the standards of innovation to
world class levels. The centres are the hunting ground of creative thought leaders and
breakthrough ideas.

II.

He developed world's first 3D Idea Generator which is helping organizations in breakthrough
innovation. This new tool makes a person innovate like a creative genius. This tool is the
artificial intelligence of a creative genius, innovator, designer, strategist, breakthrough thinker
and marketing wizard. Breakthrough ideas in a flash of a second.

III.

He is the thought leader of Global innovation movement to foster the spirit of collaborative
innovation. The movement is spreading at a fast pace globally.
He started the revolutionary One STUDENT one PATENT movement which is now adopted by
leading universities. The movement has raised the bar of education to high aspirational levels.

IV.

V.

He created the world's first innovation torch to ignite the passions and spirit of innovation. The
innovation torch is praised world over by the thought leaders as a revolutionary idea for igniting
the spirit of innovation at a very large scale unprecedented in the history of mankind. The torch
is ignited to save the world from traditional mindsets and disruptions.

VI.

He developed India's first framework of Innovation for CII, which is widely adopted by the
industries in India to measure and track their innovation driven growth.

VII.

He developed world's first technology App to develop technology intelligence and technology
driven business models in the fastest, simplest and most effective manner.

His sessions and torch ceremonies are considered as awe-inspiring, transforming, mesmerizing, soul
provoking and uplifting experience with life-changing and game changing impact.

7. Most Prestigious National / International Awards
Pravin Rajpal is selected for the Bharat ASMITA National Awards meant to recognize the selfless
and awe-inspiring feats of leaders from the field of Management Education. This is India's most
prestigious award given to management gurus and people involved in mass awakening and to
outstanding individuals for their meaningful contribution in the process of Nation Building.
7.1 Most Prestigious National and International Awards Received

Pravin Rajpal has received the most prestigious national and international awards. Following is the
list of some of his awards
i.

Amity University award for leadership in Innovation Excellence for 2018.

ii. Selected by LEAD INDIA campaign of Times of India as top 30 leaders whose contributions
have made India proud.
iii. Global HRD Excellence award for Global Contribution to Training and Development from
World HRD Congress
iv. CIO Award for most promising Innovation firm 2018.
v. Selected by Radio DUMA as OVERCOMER and inspiring personality of the world. 2018.
Listen to the interview.
vi. Suryadutta award for Leadership and Innovation Excellence

8. Indian and International Media Praises Pravin Rajpal’s contributions
Pravin Rajpal Selected as top 30 Leaders by Times of India
Times of India
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Lead-India-Potential-leaders/articleshow/2413569.cms
Save the Higher Education from Disruption
Business World
http://bweducation.businessworld.in/article/Save-Higher-Education-From-Disruption/28-11-2018164649/
Pravin Rajpal Transforms Lovely Professional into Hub of Innovation & Entrepreneurship
Punjab Tribune
http://www.punjabtribune.com/news/72047-lpu-becomes-hub-of-entrepreneurship-educationinnorthern-region.aspx

The New Industry 4.0 Centres will accelerate Innovation driven growth – Pravin Rajpal
Hindustan Times
https://www.pressreader.com/india/hindustan-times-lucknow/20180124/281706910105920
Pravin Rajpal launches Industry 4.0 Programs to develop future ready professionals
Dainik Bhaskar
https://www.bhaskar.com/punjab/jalandhar/news/need-of-good-professionals-in-the-digital-eraallover-the-world-praveen-rajpal-031147-2678599.html
We need to change the education system to create jobs for conceptual age – Pravin Rajpal
Voice of Botswana Daily
https://thevoicebw.com/there-is-bankruptcy-of-ideas-innovation-expert/

